Exercises for Horn

"Buddah Lee" - Flexibility and Clef Reading

Bruce Hembd 2004

I.) F Horn "Short" series

FHorn: 2nd valve to open

FHorn: 1st valve to 2nd

FH: 1+2 to 1st

FH: 2+3 to 1+2

FH: 1+3 to 2+3

II.) B-flat Horn "Short" Series:

FH: open  B-flat: 2+3  FH: open  B-flat: 2+3  FH: open

B-flat: 2+3 to 1+2

(Rest briefly)

FH: 2+3 to 1+2

FH: 2+3 to 1+2

FH: 1+3 to 2+3

(Best briefly)

B-flat: 2+3 to 1+2
III. The "Long" Variation F Horn:

A.

FH: 2nd                                  open                                 2nd                              open                                2nd

open                           2nd                                open                                    2nd

FH: 1st                                  2nd                        1st                                    2nd                              1st

2nd                          1st                                                                             1st2nd

B.

FH: End ----- open ----- End ----- open ----- End

open----- End ----- open ----- End

C.

FH: 1st ----- End ----- 1st ----- End ----- 1st ----- End

End ----- 1st ---- End ----- 1st ----
IV. The "Long" Variation B-flat Horn:

A

B
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V.) The Short + Long + Short Variation (Execute as previously illustrated):